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REPORT ON UNIFORM MAP SYMBOLS 
PART I 

I. SUMMARY 

This is a progress report, submitted by the Subcommittee on 
Uniform Map Symbols in partial fulfillment of the assignment given 
it by the Chairman of the Factual Surveys Committee at the Annual 
Convention of the American Association of State Highway Officials 
in Boston during October 1959. 

During the year 1960, the Planning Engineers of nearly every 
State were given a major responsibility for the task of compiling the 
104(b)5 Study concerning the cost of completing the Interstate High
way System. With this main preoccupation in an enormously exten
sive, yet detailed, study there was not an adequate opportunity to 
devote sufficient effort to complete the assignment of the Subcom
mittee. 

In furtherance of its study the Subcommittee prepared and circu
lated a questionnaire to the States, dealing with their practices in 
drafting and publishing their State highway maps. A specimen of the 
questionnaire and a summary of the responses are found as an 
appendix to this report. 

One meeting of the Subcommittee was held during October 1960 
at the offices of the State Highway Department at Santa Fe, New 
Mexico, all members of the Subcommittee attending. At this meeting 
the Subcommittee was greatly assisted by the advice and experience 
of Mr. Thomas Kennedy of the Division of Highway Planning, Bureau 
of Public Roads, Washington, D. C. In the Subcommittee's view the 
major problem concerning symbolization involved the representation 
of road symbols and attention was concentrated on this specific 
aspect of the assignment. Other symbols, such as those generally 
depicting other cultural features were decided to be both less 
vital and less controversial and as such were not given consider
ation at the meeting. 

It is the recommendation of the Subcommittee that the current 
progress report, with its res presentations for road symbols, be 
circulated among all of the States, either by official action of the 
Executive Committee of AASHO, or less formally under the auspices 
of the Factual Surveys Committee, for the guidance of the future 
work of the Subcommittee on Uniform Map Symbols. The Subcom
mittee is convinced that if general acceptance can be obtained for 
the road symbols and concepts contained in this report, the re
mainder of the completion of its assignment will be relatively 
simple. If such general agreement on road symbols and concepts 
cannot be reached among the States, then the Subcommittee believes 
that it should be discharged from its assignment and a new Sub
committee constituted. 
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II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

In 1926 the American Association of State Highway Officials 
authorized the Executive Committee to adopt a suitable highway 
legend to be recommended for use by all of the State Highway 
Departments and Travel Map makers. The legend to show, in a 
uniform manner, the suitability for travel not only of the U .s. 
numbered routes but also of State routes. 

The following action was taken as a result of that early recognition 
of the fact that a uniform legend would be needed to facilitate inter
state and intercontinental travel. 

RESOLUTION NO. 6 

WHEREAS, the American Association of State Highway Officials 
is interested in and concerned with the safety and 
instrumental in the standardization of highway signs 
and markings and has endorsed and encouraged to a 
certain degree a practice of uniformity in all 
traffic facilities which would be of importance or 
concern to motorists; and 

WHEREAS this practice of uniformity has greatly contributed 
to the safety and welfare of motorists in that 
confusion has been reduced to a minimum by ease 
in identification of standard signs and markings en
countered in various States; and 

WHEREAS, such uniformity in the techniques employed in re
flecting symbols and nomenclature on highway travel 
maps issued for the information and guidance of 
motorists would also reduce confusion and contribute 
to the welfare of motorists; and 

WHEREAS, the cartographic procedures and the variety 
of symbols used for indicating travel guidance and 
information on highway travel maps create con
fusion and frequently result in the inability of 
motorists to fully comprehend the information shown 
on highway travel maps: 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Western Associa
tion of State Highway Officials by this resolution 
petitions the American Association of State Highway 
Officials through proper committees to conduct a 
study of the various official state highway travel 
maps and invite major cartographic firms to join 
the association in establishing and recommending 
a standard set of symbols and a uniform practice 
of cartography in producing state highway travel 
maps. 
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At the June 27, 1956 meeting of the AASHO Executive Committee in 
Kansas City, Missouri, President Rex M. Whitton, presented this 
resolution for consideration, and on the motion of Mr. Greer it 
was adopted. President Whitton instructed Executive Secretary 
Johnson to assign the uniform map symbols proposal to the Commit
tee on Factual Surveys for study and reporting. 

Study of the matter was undertaken by the Factual Surveys 
Committee at the AASHO convention held in Atlantic City, late in 
the fall of 1956. It was again a topic on the agenda of that Commit
tee at the annual convention in Chicago during 1957. At the 1958 
convention in San Francisco, the Chairman of the Factual Surveys 
Committee presented a list of symbols, asking that they be adopted 
by the Committee so that they could be offered to the Executive 
Committee of AASHO for final adoption by the States. 

At the 1959 convention in Boston it appeared that the list of 
symbols adopted by the Committee at San Francisco in 1958 had 
not been sufficiently acceptable among the States and the Com
mittee was asked to make a further study of the matter. Accordingly 
the Chairman of the Committee, Mr. Wm. E. Willey of Arizona, 
appointed a new Subcommittee on Uniform Map symbols with the 
responsibility of restudying the matter and submitting , report 
at the 1960 convention in Detroit. This paper is offered in partial 
fulfillment of that assignment. 

111. THE PROBLEM 
The Subcommittee recognized at the outset, that if uniformity in 

tourist maps is to be attained, the State highway departments would 
need to submerge their preoccupations with administrative and 
financial systems and begin to think in terms of functional highway 
systems as does the tourist. Under the necessity for communication 
in a common language it appeared more feasible for the highway 
administrator to speak in the idiom of the tourist, than 'to compel 
the tourist to learn the 50 dialects of speech which the various State 
highway departments use in discussing the complexities of their 
several road systems. 

Such a term as the word "primary road", which may mean one 
thing to the tourist who is mainly concerned with reaching his 
desired destination, may have many other connotations to the high
way administrator who is thinking in terms of legal authority and 
financial responsibility. The meaning of the term "primary road" 
may be quite different in adjoining States and have a bewildering 
variety of connotations in all of the 50 States. 

A good deal of the time of the Subcommittee was devoted to defi
nitions of highway functional systems in such words as could be 
adopted among the five States represented at the conference table, 
and as appeared to be understandable among the other 45 highway 
departments not represented. These definitions are given in a latter 
section of the report and are most earnestly recommended for 
adoption even though a certain degree of independent judgment will 
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be required to accommodate them to the administrative and financing 
circumstances in many of the States. 

Beyond this strategic issue of devising a common definition to 
apply to a common system of symbols, there are other minor 
obstacles to the attainment of uniform symbolization. None of these 
is an absolute or decisive barrier to uniformity but some will 
determine the extent to which conformance may be achieved with 
any nationwide standard. 

a. Some States do their own map drafting, other States have 
the drafting done by commercial firms. 

b. Some States print their maps in four colors, others use as 
many as eight colors. 

c. There is visibly a great range in the delicacy of drafting 
and in the sophistication with which the techniques of color 
printing are employed among the State drafted maps. 

d. Some States do the lithography within the State organization 
others have commercial lithographers do the work. 

e. Some States are comparatively sparsely settled and have 
fewer space problems than others which are highly congested. 

f. Some States are comparatively small in area, permitting 
them to use larger scales than other larger States which 
are restricted to practicable sheet sizes. 

g. Some States desire to use the map as a vehicle to emphasize 
tourism, while others prefer to devote the map entirely 

In addition to these variations it must be considered that uniform 
map symbolization can hardly be said to have been attained unless 
the oil company maps would conform to the same system. Oil Com
pany maps, drafted by a few commercial mapping firms probably ex
ceed the circulation of state-published maps by more than 10 times. 
Furthermore, by reason of their convenient distribution, free of 
charge at service stations, their use by tourists can be expected 
to be much more prevalent than the ratio of the number distributed 
would lead one to believe. 

IV. THE OBJECTIVE 

If the difficulties represented among the practice of 50 States 
and a number of commercial drafting firms are to be surmounted, 
and standardization of map symbols attained, it is necessary that 
the objectives of standardization be given most careful consideration. 

1. STANDARDIZATION SHOULD BE A LONG TERM OBJECTIVE: 
It does not appear practicable to expect that once a standard 
symbolization is adopted, every existing base map should be 
destroyed and a new one drawn. Instead, standardization should be 
thought of as something to be achieved gradually in some respects 
as maps are revised annually, and totally whenever in the future, 
it becomes necessary to redraft the map base. Without standardiza-
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tion as a long term objective, there will never be uniformity. With 
standardization as a long term objective, uniformity can be achieved 
in steps over a period of years. 

As each State looks at its own base map it sees a drawing re
presenting many man-months of effort and many thousands of dollars 
in cost These base maps have ordinarily had useful lives of up
wards of 10 years. No one wishes to think of redrawing the base 
simply to achieve the abstract quality of uniformity. However, under 
ordinary circumstances, some few of the 50 States will be redrawing 
their bases this year, and some others next year. These States have 
a right to expect that some generally acceptable system of standard 
symbols should be available for their use. New systems of highways, 
new concepts of the quality of service coming with the emergence of 
the Interstate System, are leading many states to plan upon an early 
redrafting of their bases to reflect these new means in transportation. 
The Subconmittee is also aware of a similar desire among the com
m erical drafting firms to revise the oil company maps to show the 
development of a controlled access road network which is being 
sought by ever greater streams of tourist travel. 

It appears, then, that the present and the immediate future, is 
a particularly advantageous time for the Amercan Association of 
State Highway Officials to promulgate a system of uniform map 
symbols to take a giant step forward toward achieving the ultimate 
goal of Nationwide standardization. 

2. STANDARDIZATION WILL NEVER BE ABSOLUTE: There 
are a number of reasons why standardization will never be absolute 
in the sense that the rendering of symbols will be identical among all 
of the 50 States. Aside from the inevitable difference in drafting 
techniques, which will leave its recognizable hallmark of individual
ity on every map, the differences of density of cultural development 
and the physical geography of each State will operate to prevent the 
attainment of absolute standardization. 

Therefore it must be conceded that, whatever array of symbols is 
adopted, each State will have to work toward their adoption as well 
as their cartographic skills, their cultural developments and their 
characteristic geographical features will permit. 

V. CARTOGRAPHIC FIRMS 

In line with the directions contained in the Resolution establish
ing the work of the Subcommittee, major cartographic firms were 
invited to join with the Subcommittee in the selection of uniform 
map symbols. While none of these firms attended the Subcommittee 
meeting, they did lend their technical advice through correspondence 
and otherwise assisted in the decisions which were reached. 

The attitude of the cartographic firms toward uniform map 
symbols is somewhat mixed. In the very competitive business of 
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providing maps for oil companies and others, the map firms feel 
that a certain amount of freedom is desirable in order that they 
may offer a distinctive map to their clients, and sometimes the 
clients wishes . must be observed in these respects. Furthermore 
the cartographic firms have the additional problem of working at 
many different scales since they often prepare road maps of-entire 
regions - something which no single State highway department is 
obliged to do. All of these factors have a bearing on the extent to 
which the cartographic firms now feel able to conform with any 
uniform map symbolization scheme. 

Nevertheless, if the AASHO does adopt a standard symbolization, 
it is evident that this step would be welcomed by the mapping 
companies and that their desire would be to comply with these 
standards to the extent that competitive circumstances, and scale 
problems will permit them to do so. The industry is well aware of 
of the studies being made by the Subcommittee and is anxious to be 
informed of the action taken by the Association respecting this 
report. 

VI. MAP QUALITY 

The art of map drafting, or cartography, in the hands of firms 
specializing in such work, has been brought to an exceedingly advanced 
state of development, utilizing techniques which are not ordinarily 
found in the drafting rooms associated with State highway depart
ments. Delicacy of line is mainly achieved with the scribing or 
stickup process, and hand or stencil lettering has given way to stick
ups and type stampings. Photographic compliation and stage re
production at enlarged or reduced scales are commonplace practice. 

Extremely sophisticated uses of half tone screenings of basic 
ink colors and combinations of colors through overprinting have been 
found to increase the legibility and understandability of the best 
commercial maps. In addition to a complete familiarity with the 
resources of these processes, their use depends upon the employ
ment of base materials of highest dimensional stability and the 
printing of maps on the finest quality paper stock. The quality of 
lithographic work must be held to closest tolerances of register. 

Many of the State highway department drafting offices have not 
reached the same advanced state of cartographic excellence as have 
the commercial firms. In responding to the questionnaire of the 
Subcommittee (see Appendix, Question 3), 26 of 42 responding States 
reported that their maps were drafted by their own staffs. Of these 
26 states, 19 states reported that the road symbols were drawn with 
ink although some of these also used other, more advanced methods. 

Of the same 26 States, only 8 reported using mylar or cronar map 
base material (recognized as the most dimensionally stable) while 6 
States used linen, a notoriously unstable medium. 

The State highway departments should realize that collectively 
they are publishing some 17 million highway maps a year. If it is 
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calculated that these maps cost from 5 cents to 8 cents apiece for 
printing and paper stock costs alone (exclusive of drafting and 
editorial work on the map bases) it may be seen that an annual 
expenditure of between $850,000 and $1,360,000 is involved. This 
is big business and must be evaluated in terms of comparative 
quality with the products of the commercial drafting firms for oil 
company distribution. 

With this substantial commitment in funds at stake, the Sub
committee believes that the system of map symbols to be recom
mended as the standard for use by all states should not be com
promised by concessions to less than the best and latest drafting 
techniques, as well as the most closely controlled lithography and 
paper stock, In the recomendations for road symbols, contained 
in a later part of this report, the Subcommittee is fully aware that 
it will be nearly impossible for them to be drawn with a ruling pen 
and drafting ink. Scribing or stickup methods must be used. Other 
symbols can be printed only on good quality paper stock, because 
with inferior paper stock the lines would bleed together. 

In adhering to these standards of quality the Subcommittee is 
convinced that the public will enjoy the same cartographic excel
lence in State maps as they have come to expect in oil company 
maps. To provide the public with an inferior quality in State-published 
maps will merely insure that they will not be used by the motorists 
for whom they are printed. 

VII. ROAD BAND SYMBOLS 

A. DEFINITIONS: One of the most taxing aspects of the Subcomit
tee' s deliberations involved the finding, and defining, of descriptive 
terms which could be applied to the functional road systems shown 
on the highway maps of each of the States. It w:1s immediately 
apparent that such terms as "State System", "Primary System", 
"Secondary System", "State Marked System" "Trunk System" and 
many others carried with them different connotations of meaning 
involving administrative or financial significances. The Subcommit
tee finally adopted the following three functional classifications of 
roads to be shown on the State maps. 

1. PRINCIPAL THROUGH HIGHWAYS: This category includes 
all routes of the Interstate System. It also usually includes roads 
with U.S. marking and other State marked highways of equal import
ance to travel. It should be recognized, however that not all U .s. 
marked highways would be classified as PRINCIPAL THROUGH 
HIGHWAYS and the judgement of each individual State in this regard 
should be respected. 

2. OTHER THROUGH HIGHWAYS: This category would include 
other State marked routes of primary importance to automotive 
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traffic, such as connections between major points of traffic genera
tion. It is recognized that this is a relative classification whkh each 
State will be obliged to interpret for the benefit of tourists in its own 
area. 

3. OTHER HIGHWAYS: This category includes all other high
ways of sufficient importance to be shown on the map, as determined 
by the State. 

B. ROAD BAND REPRESENTATION: The Subcommittee in its discus
sions came to the conclusion that the system of road band symbols 
must convey certain specific types of information to the touring 
map user. 

1. The symbol must permit the map user to follow a selected 
functional route with ease and continuity. 

2. The symbol must permit the road user to learn the surface 
type of the route he is considering. 

3, The symbol must indicate to the map user the quality of 
service he can expect on the route (i.e., is the route of 2-lane or 
multilane design; if multilane, is it divided or undivided; is access 
partially or completely controlled). 

The road band symbols recommended by the Subcommittee are 
shown in Figure 1. As will be noted in Figure 1, distinctions are 
made between roads of different class and type, by color, by width, 
and by symbol configuration. 

PRINCIPAL THROUGH HIGHWAYS will be shown in red (with 
the exception of Toll Highways). For these roads the symbol for a 
2-lane highway will have a width-ratio of 1,00 while all multilane 
roads of this class will have a width-ratio of 1,50. No absolute 
recommendation on the printed width of a 2-lane roadband is offered 
by the Subcommittee but it is urged that all road bands be kept as 
narrow as possible to reduce congestion and to increase legibility. 
In devising these symbols, the Subcommittee was thinking in terms 
of a symbol for a 2-lane highway (width-ratio 1.00) as being about 
1/ 40th inch in width, as printed, This width will be entirely practic
able if the map base is drawn by either the scribing or stickup 
methods. It will not be practicable if the drafting is done by ruling 
pen. 

As shown in Figure 1, a distinction is shown between several 
types of multilane highways to enable the tourist to select a routing 
which will offer him the highest quality in road service. 

In this general discussion of PRINCIPAL THROUGH HIGHWAY 
symbols, no mention has been made of the surface type of these 
roads. This is because, in the opinion of the Subcommittee, all such 
roads will be paved and surface type representations would be super
fluous. 
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OTHER THROUGH HIGHWAYS. Roads of this functional classifi
cation are to be shown in black (or dark blue). The appropriate 
surface type symbol should be used. As shown on Figure 1, the 
symbolization extends only through the design of multilane divided 
highways because, in the Subcommittee's opinion, if such roads 
were to be built to standards of partial or full control of access 
they would necessarily become PRINCIPAL THROUGH HIGHWAYS. 

In the Subcommittee discussions the matter of the appropriate 
symbol of a 2-lane OTHER THROUGH HIGHWAY was quite prolonged 
stemming from differences in the concept of the function of this 
class of roads in States of different intensities of cultural develop
ment. The discussion was concluded with the Subcommittee's deci
sion to provide for optional symbolization. 

Two-lane OTHER THROUGH HIGHWAYS may be shown in black 
(or dark blue) with a width-ratio of 0.67 where in the State's opinion 
there appears to be a decisive difference in the functional service 
rendered by these roads and those classed as PRINCIPAL THROUGH 
HIGHWAYS. Where this difference, in the State's opinion, is not 
decisive, and where map congestion is not a limiting factor, the 
symbol may be shown in black with a width-ratio of 1.00. In offering 
this option, however, it was not the Subcommittee's intention that the 
two width-ratios should be used on the same map. In short, if a 
state decides to use either the 0.67 or the 1.00 width-ratio it should 
use the symbol consistently for all roads of the same functional 
class. To be inconsistent in this matter would introduce a fourth 
functional road class and tend to become confusing to the tourist. 

OTHER HIGHWAYS. Roads of this class are generally not of 
interest to tourists except as a means of reaching a final destination 
not served by roads of a higher functional classification. Each State 
will need to determine for itself how many of these roads should be 
shown on the tourist map. Showing some roads of this class is very 
essential - showing too many can cause map congestion and confuse 
the indication of the main routes of travel used by most tourists. 

In order to minimize map congestion the Subcommittee recom
mends that the symbolization of this class of roads be subordinated 
in two ways, by color and by road band width. 

Subordination by color is recommended to be achieved by a 
screen value of black (producing a grey tone) or by a screen value 
of blue (producing a light blue). Secondary colors are not recom
mended because of registration problems, It is acknowledged that 
blue is usually associated with water features on a map, but in the 
opinion of the Subcommittee, the road symbols are sufficiently 
distinctive from water symbols so that no confusion will occur. 

Subordination by road band width is recommended to be achieved 
by the use of a width-ratio on 0.67 for these roads. The committee 
recognizes the difficulty of representing road type symbols within 
this road band width unless the drafting is done by scribing or 
stickup processes. 
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Multilane undivided highways are shown as a solid road band having a width
ratio of 1,50, 

Multilane divided highways are shown with a narrow white centerline, the road
band having an overa-ll width-ratio of 1.50. It would have been more satisfying 
to the Subcommittee to have recommended a black centerline for this symbol to 
be consistent with the configuration of the symbolization of routes with control 
of access, but recognition was given to the difficulty of keeping a black center
line registered in the middle of an uncased roadband. Care must be taken with 
this symbol to avoid two -undesirable extremes. 

a, The white centerline should not be so narrow that bleeding -will fill it, 

b, The white centerline should not be so wide that the red marginal bands will 
be diminished to a point where they appear to be casings, 

Multilane divided, access partially controlled, This is an Optional symbol which 
many States may wish .to use, Prior to the adoption of lnte.rstate highway-stand
ards some States constructed highways where access was partially controlled 
(no commercial frontages with direct access to the through traffic lanes, main 
intersecting roads grade-separated), In other States, full control of access is 
being attained in stages, Such highways, in the opinion of many persons, give 
service closely approaching that of fully controlled accass roads, and it was the 
judgment of the Subcommittee than an indication of this condition should be 
given to tourists, The use of this symbol and the selection of roads of which it 
would appropriately apply is left to the judgment of each of the individual States. 
The symbol consists of a bl-ack broken casing and black continuous centerline 
with a red color fill. The overall width-ratio of the entire symbol is 1,50, 

Multilane-divided, access fully controlled, This symbol will be used for Inter
state highways and other free highways constructed to equivalent standards. 
The symbol consists of three continuous black lines (two casing lines and a 
centerline) with a red color fill. The overall width-ratio for this symbol is 1,50, 

Two-lane, access fully controlled. Some parts of the Interstate system are pres
ently planned for development to only a 2-lane design. Other Interstate highways 
will achieve multilane development only in stages. A 2-lane fully access control 
symbol is provided for these situations consisting of two casing lines in black 
with a red color fill. The overall width-ratio is this symbol is 1.00. 

Toll roads, Toll roads are usually multilane and always fully access controlled. 
The Subcommittee believes that the tourist should be put on positive notice that 
these highways differ from free roads. It is therefore recommended that toll roads 
be identified by a color fill of yellow (instead of red) but that otherwise the 
symbol for toll roads should be the same as that used for multilane (or 2-lane) 
fully access controlled highways. 
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SURFACE TYPES. The Subcommittee recommends that indica
tions of surface type be limited to four general classes; paved, 
dustless, other all weather, and unimproved, The symbols for these 
those shown on Figure 1. 

Each State will be obliged to classify the roads falling in these 
classifications and the Subcommittee does not believe an extended 
discussion is warranted, especially for the paved and dustless 
categories. The term "all-weather" should be understood to be 
qualified by the fact that for short periods in heavy snow storms 
or during periods of severe breakup these roads may be temporarily 
obstructed. The term "unimproved" should be thought of in the 
sense that a tourist uses it as meaning unsurfaced irrespective of 
the fact that the roadway may have been improved by grading and 
some drainage. 

Primitive roads, without grading, drainage, or surface will 
seldom be shown on a tourist map and only then when no other 
access is provided into an undeveloped area. Where primitive roads 
are indicated, a warning note should be shown on the map conveying 
appropriate information for the stranger in that area. 

VIII. ACCESS POINTS 

With the development of the Interstate System with its feature 
of full control of access, the necessity for the appropriate indication 
of access points has become much more widespread. Three general 
conditions where a fully access controlled highway intersects another 
road were recognized by the Subcommittee; a full interchange may 
occur with all direction turning movements provided for, a partial 
interchange may occur with movements provided in only some 
quadrants, all access may be denied. Figure 2 shows the recom
mendations of the Subcommittee for the indication of the situation 
at intersections with full access controlled highways. 

In general, it is desirable to give as much detail as possible 
on the map to minimize the confusion to a tourist encountering the 
intersection for the first time. Where scale permits ( up to about l" 
- 5 miles) on urban enlargements and on maps of the smaller States 
it is desirable to show a representational configuration of the ramps 
of the interchange. Where this is not possible, the conventional 
symbol of a square at the intersection (as shown on Figure 2) should 
be shown to represent a full interchange. For partial interchanges the 
square symbol is modified by eliminating those quadrants in which 
interchange facilities are denied. 

Where interchange between a full access controlled highway 
and a crossing road is denied this should be shown by interrupting 
the symbol of the minor road as on Figure 2. It is not recommended 
that any symbol distinction be made between the cases where the 
minor road crosses over or under the freeway, the single important 
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fact to the motorist is that no interchange movement is possible. 
The committee does not believe that it is necessary to give 

an indication that access is permitted on roads not shown as full 
access controlled, Only in those unusual cases where cross road 
access is denied need be show for highways of this type. 

IX. TRAFFIC ROUTE MARKERS 

The Subcommittee's recommendations for traffic route markers 
are also shown on Figure 2, The symbol for the Interstate route 
marker is shown as a negative type using white numerals on a black 
(or dark blue) background. For business routes white numerals are 
used on a green background, There are two reasons for recommend
ing this negative type symbol. 

a. By reason of its dark background it appears most prominently 
on the map, 

b, Since the red horizontal band (on the route marker used on 
the highway) is eliminated to give greater space for showing 
the route number, the negative treatment aids in distinguish
ing this shield from the shield used to indicate U .s. route 
markings, 

Other route markings are unchanged from those previously 
adopted by long usage for indicating U.S., State and Secondary 
numbering systems. 

X. CONCLUSION 

In concluding this progress report, the Subcommittee again 
wishes to express its regrets that it has not been able to deal with 
the entire field of map symbols. The Subcommittee does feel, 
however, that the area of road symbols, covered in this report, 
is the most controversial aspect of the entire subject. If agreement 
can be reached respecting these, it does not appear that there is any 
substantial obstacle to the completion of its assignment. 
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REPORT ON UNIFORM MAP SYMBOLS 
PART II 

GENERAL 
This is the final report, submitted by the Subcommittee on 

Uniform Map Symbols, in fulfillment of the assignment given it by 
the Chairman of the AASHO Committee on Factual Surveys (now 
named committee on Highway Planning) at the Annual Meeting of the 
American Association of State Highway Officials in Boston Massachu
setts in October 1959. 

At the Annual Meeting of AASHO in Detroit, Michigan on Novem
ber 29, 1960, the Subcommittee submitted a progress report cover
ing a system of uniform symbols for representing highway features 
on State tourist maps. The recommendations of the Subcommittee 
were adopted by the full Committee and the progress report was 
recommended to the AASHO Executive Committee for adoption. 

The AASHO Executive Committee, meeting in Louisville, Ken
tucky, adopted the recommended system of highway symbols on 
June 28, 1961 and the member States were notified of this action 
by the Executive Secretary's letter of July 24, 1961. 

In submitting its progress report to the Committee, in November 
1960, the Subcommittee recognized that its assignment hadonly been 
partially fullfilled since only highway symbols were included in its 
recommendation. As the Subcommittee understood its _assignment, 
map symbols for other cultural nonhighway symbols still needed 
to be considered. 

SUBCOMMITTEE ACTIVITIES 
To proceed with its study of nonhighway symbols a review was 

first made of the practices among the State highway departments 
and the major cartographic firms. This review resulted in achieving 
a poster type display which was photographed in color film and 
sent to each member of the Subcommittee for review and comments 
during June 1961. 

When each of the members of the Subcommittee had had an 
opportunity to comment on the color films the poster displays were 
revised accordingly and presented for discussion at the AASHO 
meeting of the full Committee in Denver in October 1961. 

As a result of this discussion by the parent committee, the 
poster display was again revised and a four color lithographic 
reproduction was made which was sent to each of the State highway 
departments for their further review and extended comments. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Following this rather extensive series of consultations with 

the member States of the problem of establishing a uniform system 
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of nonhighway symbols for use on tourist maps, the Subcommittee 
has reached several conclusions on this matter. 

(1) The issue of uniformity in symbols for non-highway features 
is less important than for highway symbols. 

(2) The use of symbols for nonhighway features varies widely 
among the States depending largely upon their geographic, 
climatic, economic', and recreational interests and emphases. 
National parks and national forests may be quite important 
in some States but not in others. Indian Reservations may 
or may not be significant features. In some States, ski 
areas may need deliniation while in others a similar 
emphasis may be wanted for boating facilities. 

(3) It does not appear that major tourist confusion would occur 
through lack of uniformity in nonhighway symbols. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

As a result of its conclusions the Subcommittee made certain 
recommendations to the parent committee, and following their 
adoption, the recommendations were then passed on to the Executive 
Committee of AASHO. 

( l) That the symbols for nonhighway features shown on the 
attached color plate be adopted as the "suggested" system 
of symbolization for tourist maps. 

(2) That the individual States be expected to retain a consider
able amount of latitude in the actual deliniation of nonhigh
way features, particularly recreational features, which are 
of special significance to them. 

(3) That it be understood that there is, in the intent of the 
American Association of State highway Officials, a distinction 
between the "recommended" system of symbols for highway 
features, adopted June 28, 1961. and the "suggested" 
system of symbols for nonhighway symbols proposed in this 
final report. 

The color plate, which is a part of this report, shows the 
suggested nonhighway symbols, and should not be understood to be 
limiting on the value or the exact tint of color which may be used. 
When a symbol is shown in green, for instance, the cartographer 
must use his judgment as to whether this shall be shown on his 
map as a dark green, or as a half-tone light green, or whether it 
should be a yellowish or a bluish green. 
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Af'f'f!!Clx IJ 
SUWAAY or rtSP('fl~ES TC' 

AIGRICAN ASSOClATION OF STAn: HlfllNAY On'JClAUI 
P'AC'l'UAL SUR'IZYS COJtUrn::E 

SUllCXMU'l'lR ON UNI1'0RM ,W, SYHJ101S 

In crnmeetton "lt.b tbP. prel1Jll1nary •tudin b91n,: a.de by the 

Subc .... ttt~ ,m lwllfol'II Map S;abo1,, • qu.,Uonnaire was nnt t.o H.ch or 

the ~ ,tat<!, lnqulTing as to ,ae or th .. pra<:tl en involved 1n the 

public•tiun or the orr1c1a1 it.ate highway Jlllp. By Oct.ob111' 5, i.2 � tate• 

tad re11ponded to thh queat.lonnaire and t~ n-port vhich follow11 Ji• • 

I. crtx!RAL 

l, KOW P'~LY IS YOUII MAP PURLISIIZDi 

or the ~2 at.at.ea re� pondinc, ]~ reported u, t.111\u&l publlc.ation of tbe 

ufticilll hlglwa.y aap, 1ix ,tat.ea reported hH rraquent publication, 

and tllO atatet, ArkllnH,a and Cnlorado, reported a aore fnqut!nt 

publicatlnn, The practice of 911blhhi11C an &IVIUlll seri1111 of •P• 

apparently preva1i.. 

2. 00W MA1ff COPIIB ARI PRlll'l'ID IACH TIMrt 

The n<11hr or copiH in •ch printing varied frca a htgh or 9')0,000 in 

a alng).e printing in Colora4o Md llHnob t.o • low of 20,000 in v.,r11ont. 

or the ~2 11tat,H r@porting, .tx printed 600,000 or 1110r'!I, l~ print&<!. 

~00,000 or IIIO"', tllfl 21)1) 1000 or aorP and 11 leH than 20(',C\'Xl with 

Rhocle Jdand not 1'111"-'rtlng, 1'bP aVPnlfl'!' mm"r of -ps printed per 

statP -• ]J(,1000, tt h or interest to note that tbe totel r.~r 

nr -ps p,,b11shPd by the state� annually will app.-..ch 17 &J.llion if' 

the- responae or the ~l st.tea 111 indlcatlve or the pn.ettc.., or the 

reaining 9, 

J. lS THI DRArl'llfG OONE Bl' YOl'H <Ml IlffAP'?8Mllf1 
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tti.11 one proce�e llnd ve find tb�.t Colora40, Delaware, Ohio, 1111d 

Wa� bJ.ngton u�ed both ink and 1t1ckup vbtle Te-� reported ueing both 
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sttclbip -tbod., vhih in �even � tntes \etWrir,41 va• dons Jr, ink, 
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11. NBIC HIG!IVAY M,\P 
(Doas not inclvcle urban enJ.u.-nts) 

1, WIIAT lS TIii APl'ROXINATI SCALI or •fill NAP1' 

A.� ~ be expeet4t4, tba seal� ot tba pr1ntK -.p YVied widely _... 

the reporting states, Alaska, Arta01a, Idabo, Mont.¥&, Nev Mexico, 

On:gon, Te.llU and Utall nported. usinc lcalH of 1 • • 20 •11•• or cre,at<tr, 

At the oth�.r end of tbe l'� IIP, 12 ,tat11 u..i � caJ.u ot l~. 10 1!.ile• 

or le��• 'l'b�sa are Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, .-r,-1-,111., a..aacbu.aet,tt 

MilS1Hippi, law llllapshi.r., law Jff'M1, Obio, PellnsylVNda, Rhod.11 lsl�lld, 

and. Veraont. 'di� ai&lle rar..., ot tn. l ~ • 12 ailas to 1" • 15 ail�, 
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1/50" (0.020) or h �e - NVsa state. 

l/33" (o.o:,o) to 1/50" (0.020:) - 15 1tata1 

1/25" (o.olio) to 1/D" (O.O]O) - 15 st.ta• 
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caroltna, Ut.all, YVIMXlt, ViiwtMa, ViHODIUI, and v,c.1Dc, ..._. ~ 

is no diftannttatton :l.n road '-ad. vtd.ta. 

3, DO YOUR aw, aura POii PllDWII Hl<IMUB om Kil Dl)lCATJC. o, ACC1111 

"""""' 
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RECOMMENDED HIGHWAY SYMBOLS 
EXAMPLE OF RECOMMENDED HIGHWAY SYMBOLS 

IN A CONGESTED AREA 
PRINCIPAL THROUGH HIGHWAYS 

W idth.Ratio Scale 1"= 12 11 Miles Width • Ratio 1.00 = ¼0 th Inch 
1.00 2 LANE, PAVED (Disregard symbols for all other cultural features ) 

l 50 MULTILANE UNDIVIDED 

l 50 MULTILANE DIVIDED 

1 50 MULTILANE DIVIDED, ACCESS PARTIALLY CONTROLLED 

150 MU LTILANE DIVIDED, ACCESS FULLY CONTROLLED 

l 00 2 LANE. ACCESS FULLY CONTROLLED 

150 MULTILANE TOLL ROAD 

l 00 2 LANE TOLL ROAD 

1.50 or 1.00 - UNDER CONSTRUCT ION 

OTHER THROUGH HIGHWAYS 
(Print in Block or Dork Blue) 

l 00 or 067 2 LANE, PAVED 

150 MULTILANE UNDIVIDED 

l 50 MULTILANE DIVIDED 

l OOor 0.67 DUSTLESS 

l 00 or 0.67 OTHER ALL WEATHER 

100 or 067 UNIMPROVED 

l 00 or 0.67 UNDER CONSTRUCT ION 

OTHER HIGHWAYS 
(Print in Gray or light Blue) 

0.67 2 LANE, PAVED 

0.67 DUSTLESS 

0.67 OTHER ALL WEATHER 

0.67 UNIMPROVED 

0.67 UNDER CONSTRUCTION 

ACCESS POINTS ROUTE MARKERS 

~ - FULL TRAFFIC INTERCHANGE INTERSTATE MARKER 

INT ERSTATE MARKER 
(Bu smess Loop or Spur) + PARTIAL TRAFFIC INTERCHANGE 
U.S. NUMBERED MARKER 

STATE ROUTE MARKER - Ill--- ACCESS DENIED 
OTHER ROUTE MARKER 

Cl' 
-4 
� -4 
m 
:I: 
G"') 
:I: 
~ 

� -< 
0 
"Tl 
"Tl 

n 
� r
(1' 
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NON-HIGHWAY SYMBOLS 
NATIONAL PARKS OR MEMORIALS - TIME ZONE BOUNDARY 
STATE PARKS OR MEMORIALS + NATIONAL BOUNDARY 

CAMPSITES ST A TE BOUNDARY @ 

GAME PRESERVES CJ COUNTY BOUNDARY 
FISH HATCHERIES OTHER BOUNDARY -
RANGER ST A TIONS • CONTINENTAL DIVIDE 

RESERVATIONS INDIAN -
OTHER c::J RAILROAD 

POINTS OF INTEREST � AIRPORTS COMMERCIAL 
ROADSIDE PARKS _. MIUTARY 

FIRST-AID STATIONS + OTHER 

PUBLIC BOAT ACCESS r LOCAL MILEAGE 

SKI AREAS ~ CONSOLIDATED MILEAGE 

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES • TOLL BRIDGE TOLL H 

STA TE INSTITUTIONS � FREE BRIDGE FIEE II 

NATIONAL FOREST i1¥1 TOLL FERRY TOLL FY 

DAMS FREE FERRY FIEE FY 

HIGHWAY POLICE 0 
MUNICIPALITIES Hl6HWAY DISTRICT OFFICE ~ 

UNDER 1,000 0 

GROUP l 0 MOUNTAINS 

GROUP 2 Q PASSES 

GROUP 3 POPULATION ELEVATIONS El 6,110 

OPTIONAL • 
GROUP 4 PORTS OF ENTRY 

GROUP 5 SPRINGS OR WELLS 

GROUP 6 LIGHTHOUSES 

100,000 AND OVER HISTORICAL MARKERS • • 
COUNTY SEAT HISTORIC TRAILS OR ROADS 

STATE CAPITOL 
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